Pulsar 2030 Taximeter

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
EXTRAS
If your meter is programmed for "EXTRAS",
to activate it, make sure the meter is in the
"TIME ON" mode; press and release the
"EXTRAS" switch and pre-defined extra
amount will appear in the "EXTRAS" display
window. For each successive press of this
switch, the pre-defined extras value will be
added to the current value in the "EXTRAS"
window.
SUMMING EXTRAS TO FARE

FOREWORD
Your Pulsar 2030 taximeter is a quality
product that is built to last. To insure
durability, your meter is enclosed in a steel
case so that it can endure many years of
rough service.
Your meter has a built in time clock. You can
view the time when the meter is off by
pressing the "TIME" switch.
METER ON
When the meter is off, the displays will be off
and the "VACANT" indicator will be on. To
turn the meter on, press the "METER" switch
and the following will occur: The initial fare
(open) will appear in the fare display
window, the "HIRED" indicator will come
on, the "VACANT" indicator will turn off,
and your meter will be in the "TIME ON"
mode.

To add the "EXTRAS" to the "FARE”: Place
the meter in the "TIME OFF" mode and press
the "EXTRAS" switch the following will
occur.
1. The meter will sum the "EXTRAS" to the
"FARE".
2. The "EXTRAS" display will black out.
3. The "EXTRAS" and "FARE" will revert
to separate values after five seconds.
4. The "EXTRAS" and "FARE" will revert
to separate values if the meter is returned to
the "TIME ON" mode.
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PRINTING A FARE RECEIPT
To print a fare receipt, place the meter in the
"TIME OFF" mode then press the "FUNC"
switch.
PRINTING THE STATISTIC
To print a stats receipt the meter must be in
the "Vacant" mode. Press the "STATS”
switch then press the "FUNC" switch.
The statistic-receipt shows: Time and date of
printout, car number, Gross, trips, units
extras, and paid and total miles.

RATE SELECT - METER ON
If your meter is programmed for multi-rate
operation, and to enable rate select while the
meter is on, press the stats switch to select a
new rate. The rate will be displayed by the
Rate Display.
RATE SELECT - METER OFF
To view the last rate used, press the
"EXTRAS" switch. The rate will be
displayed by the Rate Display. Repeated
presses of the "EXTRAS" switch will cause
the selection of a new rate.

PAPER FEED
Paper can be loaded into the meter only when
the meter is in the "VACANT" mode.
Feed the edge of the paper into the mouth of
the printer then press the "FUNC" switch.
Things You Should Know
1. If you are using the meter with a printer,
your meter will not work unless it has paper.
2. Your meter will adjust the time for you
automatically in the Spring and in the Fall.

TIME OFF
To place the meter in the "TIME OFF" mode,
press the "TIME" switch; the "TIMEOFF"
indicator will light up and all time charges
will stop. To resume waiting time charges,
press the "TIME" switch again, the "TIME
OFF" indicator will go off and waiting time
charges will be resumed.
METER OFF
Place your meter in the "TIME OFF" mode
by pressing the "TIME" switch, then press
the "METER" switch, your meter will turn
off and go to "VACANT".

REVIEWING THE STATISTICS
There are six statistics, which can be viewed
when the meter is in the "VACANT" mode.
When the stats switch is pressed, the 2030
scrolls through all the stats. Each stat is
displayed for 5 seconds then the meter shuts
off.
When the Gross is displayed, the Dollars will
appear in the "FARE " display and the Cents,
in the "EXTRAS" display.
The driver can clear the Daily Gross by
pressing the stats switch eight times.

3. If your meter is equipped with "Lease
Shutdown", it will not re-hire after the
"lease" time and date is reached. If an
attempt is made to hire the meter, it will flash
a zero to indicate that the "Lease" has
expired.
To Contact Pulsar
In USA Call: (800) 423-6885
New York City and outside USA
Call: 718- 361-9292

Email: info@taxi-meters.com

